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Residential students at The University of 
Tampa who test positive for COVID-19, either 
on-campus at the Dickey Health and Wellness 
Center or somewhere off-campus, are provided 
an isolation space by UT to quarantine in the 
Barrymore Hotel or Urso Hall. 

This procedure is part of UT’s Spartan Shield 
Health Safety Plan to combat COVID-19 on-

campus. However, some students who have had 
to quarantine on-campus have experienced 
several issues while in isolation. 

“They kind of checked up on us, I kind of 
thought that they would be a little bit more 
worried about us than they were,” said Brooke 
Bagil, freshman psychology major, who 
quarantined in Urso Hall from Thursday, Sept. 3 
to Tuesday, Sept. 8.

...read more on pages 12-13

By Mallory Culhane & Preston Wimbish
Managing Editor, Staff Writer
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!e University of Tampa’s campus sustainability may be impacted in 
unforeseen ways by changes made to mitigate the spread of COVID-19. 
Two issues in particular that are di"cult to control are the additional 
plastic silverware due to no longer dining in at the cafeteria and increased 
usage of air conditioning to ventilate the classrooms.

 Casey Racho, freshman marine science major, knew that due to 
COVID-19, the dining halls could not have their own silverware. 
However, she was troubled by the waste created from increased plastic and 
styrofoam usage, so she has started bringing her own reusable bamboo 
cutlery. She hopes to #nd a way to sell sets to other students on campus.

 “I think it's important to start thinking sustainably, especially in this 
climate," said Racho. “!e world needs our help, and if we can just do the 
little things, trying to reduce our waste output starts very simple.” 

 Racho suggested using a reusable water bottle, minimizing the use of 
plastic bags, and bringing reusable utensils as e$orts to reduce waste at 
UT. 

 “Hopefully, if these reusable items are for sale on campus, students 
have the option to think sustainably,” said Racho. “I’m not asking for 
anyone to go zero-waste or anything, but any e$ort is better than nothing.”

 Stephen Kucera, associate professor of biology, is a member of 
UT’s Faculty Sustainability Committee. He has noticed from personal 
experience that the need to ventilate classrooms to reduce COVID-19 
transmission has led to increased energy expenditure.

 “Near the start of the semester, I built and installed a vent system to 
port outside air into my lab where most of my classes are to get a lot more 
fresh air change-outs happening in my space, with the students in there,” 
said Kucera. “Between that and the best practice of having su"cient air 
change outs in occupied spaces, it’s now necessary to run the unit pretty 
much all the time to have good air %ow to help mitigate COVID risk for 
my students, the custodial sta$ who go in there and myself. !at’s very 
likely happening on a campus-wide basis.”

 Jennifer Isenbeck, director of facilities, explained that there are many 

di$erent things that factor into air conditioning usage. For instance, 
warmer climates like Tampa use more air conditioning, and ventilations 
in modern buildings must be in accordance with code. Increases in energy 
usage have mostly been seen where prior ventilation was inadequate.

“Since March, the campus essentially shutdown for about 4.5 months,” 
said Isenbeck. “!erefore, there was minimal occupant load. Cooling 
costs went down. Generally, facilities did not change air conditioning and 
ventilation operating hours, even though the campus was at minimum 
occupants. We felt it was more important to keep ventilation at maximum 
levels for the faculty and sta$ who remained on campus.”

 Complications stemming from the pandemic have a$ected 
sustainability, but many of the solutions would be complex as well. 
UT seeks to #nd a way forward that balances student health and 
environmental concerns.
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“Looking at the income coming into my account, my 
#rst month I made about $5 thousand,” said Ava, a 19-year-
old college student from Massachusetts who requested to 
remain anonymous under this false name. “My second 
month was $20 thousand and from then on, I’ve just 
continued to grow.”

A&er a long day of work at a co$ee shop, 20-year-old 
Penelope (whose real name remains in anonymity), from 
St. Petersburg, Florida, heads home, strips her clothes in 
front of a camera and gets to work. OnlyFans is a platform 
where people subscribe and pay for nude photographs and 
videos of any ordinary person. !is second job has changed 
the life of Penelope, and many more, by earning hundreds 
to thousands of dollars in just one week. 

“I needed rent money,” said Penelope. “Some guy just 
started tipping me a shit ton and ended up giving me $300 
by the end of the night. When I saw that money come in, it 
started becoming really addicting.”
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“They think I’m doing this all for 
them,” said Penelope. “There 
becomes this sort of relationship 
between me and a subscriber 
because, in their head, I’m sending 
them private messages and 
personalized content. In reality, 
they don’t mean sh– to me.”

-An anonymous college student
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explained Church. “In such circumstances, the allure of easy 
pleasure is all the more tempting.”

Loneliness, according to experts, is a major reason for using 
porn in ways to self-medicate, as well as the fact that it is a super 
stimulant.

“Porn stimulates the primitive sexual response centers 
intensely,” said Sprout. “Most of us want to feel arousal–it feels 
great. Sexual pleasure is valued by porn consumers.”

 Joby Lexx (real name not permitted), 28 from Arizona, started 
OnlyFans in July a&er COVID-19 le& her unemployed and in 
search of a means of income. 

 “I ran a very successful in-home childcare and due to the 
pandemic, I lost basically all of my childcare children,” said Lexx. 
“As of now, I have no regrets. It isn’t my ideal form of income, but 
I de#nitely can’t be ashamed of doing what I needed to do during 
this time.”

Although money is a powerful incentive, it isn’t necessarily the 
only great aspect of creating an OnlyFans account. !e site has led 
many girls to a high boost in con#dence and a community of life-
long friendships. 

“I’ve created a community of other sex-worker friends and 
that really motivates me to keep going,” said Ava. “I get tons 
of messages every day from other girls who want to do sex 
work. !ey see me as such a big inspiration and make them feel 
con#dent. It’s another really big reason why I continue to post 
daily.”

Ashely Gleason, 19, also turned to OnlyFans for an attempt at 
earning some extra money. But, her income wasn’t the only thing 
she found to be the best part of creating content. 

“Believe it or not, there’s a lot of support from other girls,” said 
Gleason. “It’s a really nice and empowering environment when 
you’re around the right people. I’ve never come across someone 
who wasn’t willing to help out.”

For many, sex work is seen as something that is rather taboo. 
However, the women involved in OnlyFans see a sense of 
empowerment coming from their work. 

“I just #gured I can kind of do whatever I want,” said Gleason. 

“Ultimately, nobody can really tell me what I can and can’t post or 
what I can and can’t do with my own body.”

However, Church sees risks in giving into the appeal of working 
for internet porn sites like OnlyFans. 

“If discovered, creators can lose reputation, friends, family, jobs, 
and future employment opportunities,” said Church. “Whether it’s 
right or wrong to judge these women for creating sexual content, it 
happens and the consequences are real.”

But, that is not really a concern for the women putting their 
bodies on the line. 

“Although I am risking some acceptances into certain medical 
programs, I honestly would sacri#ce that for being able to play 
some role in destigmatizing sex workers,” said Ava. “I don’t want to 
work for a company who’s not going to hire me because of what I 
do with my own body outside of work.” 

Despite Ava’s lack of concern for her future plans, she still tries 
to conceal as much of her appearance as possible. She cakes on 
makeup, wears a series of di$erent wigs, and photo-shops her 
pictures to hide birthmarks and moles.  

“Joby Lexx is what I like to go by,” said Lexx. “It’s my stage name 
for all my platforms. I like to keep my personal life very private 
due to the safety of my children and family.”

Penelope, likewise, stopped using her real name on her 
OnlyFans page a&er being discovered by someone from her 
hometown. She still applauds the women involved in sex work, 
hoping to encourage more con#dence and “using men for their 
wallets.”

Starting out on OnlyFans isn’t just a breeze through money, 
though. Gleason experienced some criticism when her co-workers 
found out about her page and also had to come clean to her 
mother a&er her pro#le was shown to her by a friend.

“Obviously my mom wasn’t jumping for joy when she found out 
what I was doing,” said Gleason. “She probably looked at it as if I 
were rebelling a little because I had just gotten out of a relationship 
when I started.”

Ava was scammed by falling into working with a con-artist who 
now owes her over $17 thousand. When confronting him and 

demanding for the money, he turned to threats claiming he was 
going to send her pictures to her parents and ruin her life. 

Creators like Gleason and Penelope feel that many of their 
subscribers think they are entitled to taking control over what 
they send or post of their bodies. 

“Someone subscribed to me would DM me saying ‘I 
know who you are, maybe you can earn it and I’ll tell you,’” 
re%ected Penelope. “It was kind of creepy and made me feel 
uncomfortable, but I just ended up blocking him.”

But sometimes these horror stories can lead to a positive 
outcome. Celebrities continue to share their experiences, media 
outlets focus on strange circumstances, and social media is 
a nonstop advertising service for OnlyFans as fellow content 
creators continue to share their tips and tricks. 

“[OnlyFans] is a case of any press being good press, as they 
have drawn consumers who are curious about what they can 
#nd on the platform and potential creators who are drawn to 
the earnings,” explained Church. 

Overall, the women creating and selling content on OnlyFans 
have no regrets from starting their pages. !e experiences 
they’ve come across is just leading to lessons learned and more 
money in their bank account. 

“You just have to keep non stop posting on social media 
platforms,” said Penelope. “Eventually, you’ll just grow bigger 
and bigger.”
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Heads were turned to Florida last week as anti-mask 
protesters marched through a Target in Fort Lauderdale. 
But despite COVID-19 still running rampant across the U.S. 
and cases starting to grow again internationally, Florida has 
seen lower numbers as it’s no longer a major hotspot for the 
virus. Because of this, the state is starting to reopen.

Florida’s positivity rate continued to stay below 5% from 
Saturday, Sept. 5 to Tuesday, Sept. 15 and the numbers 
have remained about the same since then, according to 
the Florida Department of Health. In the Tampa Bay area, 
Hillsborough County remains the heaviest hit in the area. 
!e current positive case number stands at 40,349 for 
Hillsborough alone, compared to Pinellas County with 
21,359 and Sarasota County with 7,795.

A&er bars (that do not serve food) opened back up last 
week, many people in the Tampa area immediately returned 
to going out. But bars still must maintain social distancing 
rules to remain open for business.

A junior advertising and public relations major at !e 
University of Tampa, who wishes to remain anonymous, 
was one of the many students who attended a socially 
distanced bar this past weekend.

“For the most part I thought the bar I went to did alright 

with social distancing,” said the anonymous student. “I feel 
they could have enforced it more, but they had a good basis 
of rules. Only 26 people were allowed in the building at a 
time.”

!ere must be a 50% capacity for all indoor space, 
including restrooms and waiting areas. While outdoor 
seating is completely open, tables must be socially 
distanced from one another. Customers must be seated by 
an employee to be served, which means that night clubs 
without seating will remain closed until further notice or 
until adequate seating is provided.

!e Tampa Police Department has overseen bars 
following the reopening restrictions. !is past weekend 
police o"cers were seen through South Howard Ave. 
(SOHO) and Ybor City districts monitoring bars.

 “I have seen other UT students going out, multiple 
nights and establishments consistently,” said the anonymous 
student. “I think I may refrain from going to bars and clubs 
for the most part. If I were to go again, I would maintain 
social distancing and wear a mask the best I could.”

With positive COVID-19 cases rising at UT from 20 on 
Friday, Sept. 4,  87 on Friday, Sept. 11, and105 on Friday, 
Sept. 18, some students are still being cautious about the 
risk of going out.

Amanda Rivera, junior education major,  has been 
taking extra precaution a&er her friend tested positive for 
COVID-19.

“I just think it’s going to keep getting worse, especially 

with people going to the bar,” said Rivera. “It doesn’t make 
sense for some people to stay home and be safe while others 
go out if we are all going to end up having to see each other 
anyway.”

But it is not just bars that have to #gure out how to 
reopen. Large events around the Tampa area are facing 
issues with social distance measures to follow the rules. 
Busch Gardens has had to rethink their annual “Howl-O-
Scream” event.

With social distancing in mind, a limited amount of 
tickets (reservation only) is being sold for each night of the 
event. Guests will be temperature screened as they enter 
the property and must wear a mask throughout the entire 
event. All Howl-O-Scream scare zones have been moved 
from their usual indoor locations to open-air outdoor 
facilities.

Other events in Tampa, like Gasparilla are still hoping to 
occur once again. According to a recent Tampa Bay Times 
article, Gasparilla’s EventFest president Darrell Stefany said 
the event and the fun will still go on in January with safety 
precautions in mind.  But many feel that it is too far out to 
plan for 2021 as these events depend on how people react to 
the novel virus now.

“I just feel much more comfortable hanging out at friend’s 
apartments and just surrounded by those speci#c people,” 
said the anonymous student from UT.
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From the Starbucks located on !e University of 
Tampa’s campus to the Buddy Brew down West Kennedy 
Boulevard, the co"ee options near campus can become quite 
bland. Here are some co"ee shops around Tampa and St. 
Petersburg to change things up from the usual options. 

7KH�%XQNHU�
FGHI*5J*FG,-*0,JK*L=<1*#(,3K*MB*NNOHP

!e Bunker is located in Ybor City in one of the many 
historic buildings lining its main streets. !e Bunker is an 
independent counter-service cafe that features local roasted 
co"ees, teas steeped to order and home cooked food. !e 
co"ee shop also features music, art and community events.

%ODFN�&URZ�&RŊHH�&R�&
Q1%&C*#/&,1%4*$(2,1(',*R*SFOF*F2,*!T/*0*

UV(2,<1('*W4C*5<1,-/%2,*R*ISS*S&C*0,*5*

Black Crow Co"ee Co. has two locations in St. Pete in the 
Grand Central District and Historic Old Northeast. !e 
co"ee shop o"ers a comfortable environment for everyone, 
with a variety of co"ees, teas and foods. Black Crow Co"ee 
Co. has achieved the status of being zero waste. !e co"ee 
shop diverts 90% of their waste from the land#ll through 
composting, recycling, education and training, and 
intentional design. 

)RXQGDWLRQ�&RŊHH�&R���&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
FHHSH*#%11*XCK*X(T/1T(/YK*MB*NNPOG

Foundation Co"ee Co. is located in Riverview, just outside 
of Tampa. Foundation Co"ee Co. aims to give customers an 
experience di"erent from visiting a huge chain co"ee shop 
like Starbucks or Dunkin Donuts. !ey o"er handcra$ed 
co"ee and espresso drinks, an expanding tea bar and fresh 
food options. Outside of the food and drinks Foundation 
Co"ee Co. o"ers, the atmosphere of the shop is di"erent 
from other shops. Foundation Co"ee Co. is inside of a 
custom built trailer with a side that opens up to a private 
patio, with pergolas, #re pits, and water features underneath 
a grandfather oak tree. !e co"ee shop is also pet friendly. 
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2KDQD�&RŊHH�.DYD�7HD�
FFPZH*+%42(&)-%A*XCK*B%1)<K*MB*NNII[

Ohana Co"ee Kava Tea is located in Largo and set out to 
o"er a comfortable community for everyone from college 
students studying to businessmen holding meetings. 
Ohana Co"ee’s menu consists of high quality, kava and 
botanical drinks. !e co"ee shop features many options 
for anyone who is gluten free or vegan. Customers can sign 
up for their mailing list and receive specials for every day 
of the week, ranging from $2 large co"ees to all you can 
drink Kava for $15.  

7KH�+DXV�&RŊHH�6KRS�
NOGH*E%2,*"%3*$1(T/K*0\(,/*LK*B%1)<K*MB*NNIIF

!e Haus Co"ee Shop is family owned and located in 
Largo, Florida. !e shop features a menu that boasts 
everything from breakfast and lunch, co"ees, teas, and an 
expanding list of beer, wine and cider. !e Haus Co"ee 
Shop o"ers a welcoming and friendly environment for 
anyone to spend time with friends or for studying while 
enjoying their beverage and food. 

&RŊHH�6SHDNV�1�7HD�7DONV
FGOPF*"1\'/*"*$<Y&2*"4TCK*0\(,/*#S@#NK*.%AD%K*MB*NNOZI

Co"ee Speaks N Tea Talks sets out to give customers an 
experience di"erent from the mundane and typical aesthetic 
found in “cookie-cutter” chains. !e shop creates a locally 
inspired, modern and creative setting for customers. Co"ee 
Speaks N Tea Talks o"ers espresso and co"ee beverages 
either hot, iced or blended, focusing on quality and 
consistency. 
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Residential students at The University of 
Tampa who test positive for COVID-19, 
either on-campus at the Dickey Health and 
Wellness Center or somewhere off-campus, 
are provided an isolation space by UT to 
quarantine in the Barrymore Hotel or Urso 
Hall. 

This procedure is part of UT’s Spartan 
Shield Health Safety Plan to combat 
COVID-19 on-campus. However, some 
students who have had to quarantine on-
campus have experienced several issues 
while in isolation. 

“They kind of checked up on us, I kind 
of thought that they would be a little bit 
more worried about us than they were,” 
said Brooke Bagil, freshman psychology 
major, who quarantined in Urso Hall from 
Thursday, Sept. 3 to Tuesday, Sept. 8.

When students first enter quarantine, a bag 
of “essentials” is in their rooms consisting 
of water bottles, various snack foods and 
frozen meals, linens, extra masks and 
gloves, and toiletries, according to Jennifer 
Scaia, associate dean of Student Conduct, 
Orientation and Residence Life. Students are 
also given a list of contacts in case they need 
anything, including numbers for Residence 
Life, Campus Safety, Dining Services, and 
Rapid-Trace, UT’s contact tracing team. 

When students head into quarantine, they 
communicate with Residence Life about their 
diet restrictions, which then get passed on 
to Dining Services to fulfill students’ meal 
deliveries. Students are supposed to get 
meals delivered to their door every day 
between 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 7 
p.m. 

Some students in quarantine, however, 
have experienced a lack of food or supplies 
during their stay in isolation. 

Cady Nessralla, sophomore political 
science major, went into quarantine at 
the Barrymore Hotel while waiting for her 
COVID-19 test results to come back from 
the Health and Wellness Center. Nessralla 
said she wasn't delivered food or water for 
two days upon her arrival in Barrymore, and 
only had the initial “essentials” bag with 
two water bottles, a few bags of cookies, 
pretzels, granola bars, and a frozen dinner. 

“I ordered Uber Eats and I got like two 
water bottles but not everyone has the ability 
to go ahead and do that,” Nessaralla said.  
When she was able to order her food she 
was surrounded with other students who 
weren’t always social distancing. “Kids were 
coming down in pairs, threes – there were 
literally like 20 of us waiting for food. People 
were standing in groups talking to each 
other, so definitely people weren't social 
distancing.”

Nessralla had contacted Dining Services 
asking to get food delivered during those 
first two days and was told that someone 
would drop food off in the evening, but they 
never did. Nessralla was told by Dining 
Services that her delayed food delivery may 
be due to her having to move from the room 
she was initially quarantined in. Her first 
room had a moldy refrigerator so she was 
moved to another room after contacting 
Barrymore's front desk.

Still, some students have had difficulties 
connecting with staff members at UT in cases 
where they need something. 

“I didn’t have a chance to think about what 
I was actually going to need, like I didn’t 
grab any medicine, my inhaler or anything,” 
said an anonymous UT freshman biology 
major, who was given 30 minutes to get 
from the on-campus wellness center where 
the student was tested on Friday, Aug. 28 to 
their designated quarantine room in Urso. 
“I had called Residence Life, contact tracers, 
and Campus Safety asking if someone could 
go into my room and get my Advil, my 

Mallory Culhane & Preston Wimbish
Managing Editor, Staff Writer
mallory.culhane@theminaretonline.com
preston.wimbish@spartans.ut.edu

Quarantined Students Report Lack 
of Food, RAs and Distancing

COVER

“Kids were coming down 
in pairs, threes – there 
were literally like 20 
of us waiting for food. 
People were standing in 
groups talking to each 

�����ř������º�������
people weren't social 

distancing.”

- Sophomore Cady Nessralla
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inhaler and bring it to the dorm but since 
it was a weekend nobody answered the 
phone.” 

The student continued to contact Rapid-
Trace since they were consistently in contact 
with them during their time in isolation and 
monitoring their symptoms. 

“He just told us to call 911, and I was like 
well that seems a little far fetched; like I’m 
not going to call an ambulance when I don’t 
need one,” said the student. “So we just had 
one of our upperclassmen who also tested 
positive take us to the hospital because 
nobody was in contact with us and nobody 
was going to get our medicine.” 

Bagil experienced the same issue and 
had to Instacart order medicine and have it 
delivered to Urso. 

Students are also given designated outside 
time from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. every day to 
get fresh air, get food delivered, or to just 
get out of their rooms for a while. Students 
in Urso are able to go outside to the Urso 
courtyard or Plant Park across the street 
while maintaining physical distancing and 
wearing a mask. 

“We did a lot of research over the 
summer…we talked to the Florida 
Department of Health and [asked]: does it 
make sense to offer some outdoor time and 
can we do that safely,” said Scaia. “And they 
recommended a way to do that safely, so 
that’s why we have that window of time.” 

Students quarantined in the Barrymore 
are able to step outside and be in the front 
of the building. Some students, however, 
note that because there are no Resident 
Assistants (RAs) or other UT personnel to 
monitor students, they could leave their room 
at any time, potentially putting the rest of 
the community at risk, particularly because 
Nessralla noticed many guests aren’t always 
wearing masks.

“They should have someone posted here 
like we are staying in a hotel, we are being 
exposed to the public every time we go in the 

elevator or go downstairs,” said Nessralla. 
“Like yes we’re separated by floors but these 
people are all still using the same elevator as 
us, everyone goes down to get food at some 
point.”

Bagil expressed the same concern at Urso. 
“Nobody was really checking up on me, if I 

walked outside honestly no one would know 
if I was a regular student or COVID student,” 
said Bagil. “I didn’t want to leave my room 
anyway but there wasn’t too much watch 
over us.”

As stated in the Spartan Shield Health 
Safety Plan, much of UT’s precautions this 
year to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 
revolve around students doing their part 
by following UT’s policies and adhering to 
social distancing and mask-wearing. 

“Students have a lot of information about 
what it means to be in isolation, so being 
college students I think that they would think 
about their own health, the health of their 
community and be able to help us regulate 
that,” said Scaia. “It’s a community effort 
here...I always like to give students the 

benefit of the doubt so that’s what we tried 
to do.” 

Still, cases at UT have been rising: 87 new 
cases were reported in the week of Friday, 
Sept. 11, and 105 new cases were reported 
the following week on Friday, Sept. 18. UT’s 
website also shows that of the 216 students 
who have tested positive for COVID since 
the start of the semester, 98 students have 
recovered by Friday, Sept. 18. 

UT received an additional 300 rapid tests 
last week and has performed 136 rapid 
tests as of Monday, Sept. 21 according to 
Gina Firth, associate dean of wellness. The 
university does not have plans to test all 
students.

Many students are skeptical of staying 
in person through the end of the Fall 
semester. Nessralla says that initially, before 
quarantining, she had faith that the semester 
could finish as is.

“After seeing how [quarantine] is being 
handled here, I feel like it’s inevitably going 
to end up going online if this is how things 
keep continuing,” said Nessralla.

COVER
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Over the past year, Tik Tok has been downloaded on 
most younger generation’s phone. A!er Vine had been 
deleted, no one thought that it could be replaced. Musically 
was popular in the younger generation for a little bit, but it 
turned into Tik Tok.

Like most people, I didn’t want to download it because 
I knew Vine was better. Eventually, I got it as a joke, which 
led to watching some videos, then making an account, 
making some videos, staying up on Tik Tok until two in the 
morning, and constantly quoting videos. 

"e app can be scary when the algorithm for the “for 
you page” shows you videos that are speci#c to you and 
sometimes ones that you don’t even know how they know. 
So, it makes sense that the U.S. is scared that the Chinese 
control the app. But, what about Facebook and Russia?

I don’t remember Trump banning Facebook a!er the 
whole voting and election scandal. A!er Russia set up fake 
accounts and websites that were all over Facebook to help 
Trump get more ads and votes, he did nothing. Because a 
sel#sh man will do sel#sh things and people made fun of 
him on Tik Tok, it obviously has to get banned. He also got 
upset a!er a bunch of kids on the app reserved seats for one 
of his campaign shows in Tulsa, Oklahoma and didn’t show 
up.

I also want to point out that I #nd it funny how Trump 
is more worried about an app that the younger generations 
are on then the hundreds of thousands of Americans dying 
from a virus that he knew about in November of 2019. 
Almost a year later and we are getting rid of a silly app and 
not a deathly virus. Because the economy and making sure 
no one can hurt our president’s feelings is more important 
than the health of the people.

"ere is de#nitely an underlying meaning behind Trump 
wanting to get rid of the app. However, there is hope. 
Trump will not ban the app if an American company buys 
out the app. Microso! was the leading company but they 
have since backed out. Fortunately, the computer so!ware 
company Oracle has sent the government a proposal to be 
the American partner. "e government has yet to #nalize or 
say anything about the proposal.

However, if no one buys out the app, no one will be able 
to download the app starting Sunday, Sept. 20. A good thing 
is that if you already have the app, you can still use it. But, 
they won’t be able to update or get maintenance on the app.

"e majority of the app is just sharing funny videos. 
With the occasional educational video here and there. A 
lot of “experts” about psychology, politics, sex education, 
and more make videos to help viewers learn about various 
topics. "e app isn’t all just making fun of the president. I 
personally found out about cooking hacks, sex education 
information that my public school has failed to teach me, 
metal disabilites, and more.

I hate to admit but this app has been good for me, not 
the addicting part and staying up late because I can watch 
videos for two plus hours at a time. But, not only has it 
given me good educational information, but it can also be 
a good distraction and stress reliever. A!er doing all my 
homework and various other tasks, I can go to Tik Tok to 
end my day on a good note. I can laugh at other people’s 
jokes and see if they had a worse day than I did. If only our 
president can look past his sel#sh issues so I can continue 
dealing with mine by ignoring them and watching Tik Toks.
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The Gender Reveal that Sparked Chaos
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"...they should have 
been more informed 

about the environment 
they live in and the 

risk factors involved in 
explosions like this."
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Anti-Vaxxers May Jeopardize Anti-Vaxxers May Jeopardize 
Ability to Return to NormalAbility to Return to Normal

Recently there have been some moderately positive 
reports of COVID-19 vaccinations. It seems that there 
are multiple vaccines going through clinical trials at this 
moment. 

Once a COVID vaccine is #nally ready for public use, 
administering it to as many members of the population as 
possible will be important. It is unclear whether or not the 
vaccination will be a one time shot, like the chickenpox 
vaccine, or if it will be given out seasonally like the $u shot. 
Either way, getting the vaccine will help us recover from this 
global pandemic.

Vaccines go through extensive testing. According to 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 
there are generally three phases of clinical trials that have 
to happen a!er a vaccination is developed. Even a!er that, 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) must approve 
the vaccination a!er many applications are completed (this 
is speci#c to the United States but there are guidelines that 
the World Health Organization has as well). Long story 

short, vaccines are not just thrown out into the public before 
they’re ready.

A problem that could be on the horizon is from people 
who already don’t believe in vaccinations. "e College 
of Physicians of Philadelphia has a History of Vaccines 
webpage that has lots of valuable information behind the 
science of vaccines. "e website also has a long history of 
anti vaccination movements dating back to the early 1800s. 

"e modern day anti-vaccination movement can be 
mostly attributed to two things. First, a study done in 1998 
by a British doctor named Andrew Wakefeild linked the 
MMR vaccine to the development of autism in children. 
Eventually it was discovered that he had been paid to falsify 
information, which ultimately got his medical license 
revoked and the study retracted. Unfortunately, the study 
went wild in the media and caused a panic among many.

Second, a mercury compound also loosely linked to 
autism has caused even more fear about vaccinations. "e 
CDC says that there is no link to this mercury compound 
and autism, and that its use is safe because our bodies get 
rid of it very quickly. It is barely used anymore.

"is being said, I understand young parents' initial 
concern about vaccinating their children. But the problem 

I think many of them face is their own con#rmation bias, 
which is when someone interprets “evidence” in a way that 
will con#rm the views they already hold. If you only look at 
information to further what you already believe, you’ll never 
have the opportunity to #nd the most reliable information.

Another concern I have is about people who think that 
the coronavirus has been exaggerated. Same with people 
who don’t wear masks because they think they’re useless, I 
am wondering about what will happen when a vaccine does 
come out. If somebody believes that COVID is “just a $u” 
they might feel that getting a vaccine for it is pointless.

To those people, I will put it this way. You might think 
that COVID is overhyped, but many of the establishments 
that we live among do not. It doesn’t matter if you think 
that getting COVID is no big deal if stores, bars, schools, 
government o%cials, and health o%cials do. Your life will 
not be able to return to normal until this pandemic gets 
under control to those standards. 

So, if you want to be able to travel to Europe, go to 
packed nightclubs, go maskless at a grocery store, and not 
pay thousands of dollars for Zoom University, you need to 
do your part when the time comes to get a vaccine. 
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"If you want to be able to travel to Europe, go 
to packed nightclubs, go maskless at a grocery 

store, and not pay thousands of dollars for 
Zoom University, you need to do your part 

when the time comes to get a vaccine."
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Now more than ever, fans of professional sports look to 
their favorite athletes to see how they utilize their platform 
in order to bring attention to issues that matter most to 

them. Leadership demonstrated by 
professional athletes sets a great example 
for young adults who admire them. As 
well as college athletes, who in a way, 
are leaders and representatives of their 
respective universities. 

At !e University of Tampa, the 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committees 
(SAAC) is a student-run leadership 
group that aims to enhance the total 
student-athlete experience, protecting 
the welfare of student-athletes and 
fostering a positive image. 

Taylor George, vice president of 
external a"airs for the SAAC, expresses 
her appreciation for SAAC stating, “[I] 
love that we have a strong emphasis 
on the fact that we are more than just 
athletes and we emphasize giving back 
to our community and being all-around 

good citizens.” 
Since athletic events are 

limited this semester due to 
COVID-19 regulations, the 
committee is using this newly 
found free time to give back 
and to bring attention to 
issues important to student-
athletes and the community. 

“I do believe this pandemic 
provides SAAC with an 
opportunity to get more 
involved in the community,” 
said Julia Ingram, president 
of SAAC at UT and senior 
on the women’s basketball 
team. “We are emphasizing 
the importance of voting and 
becoming politically active…
we are using our virtual and 

social media platforms in fundraising e"orts to make money 
for our DII charity, the Make-A-Wish Foundation.”

SAAC’s main fundraiser this year is a virtual “$5 for a 5k” to 
bene#t !e Make-A-Wish Foundation. !e event is open to the 
entire UT community as well as friends and family. A virtual 
5k is an event where you sign up online to either walk, run, jog, 
swim, bike, or complete a distance of 5k in any way you’d like. 
Record how long it takes to complete the distance and upload it 
to the website. 

“We are currently still #nalizing our event and will have the 
link ready soon,” states Jennifer Alger, assistant athletic director 
of academics and student services.

SAAC is also participating in the NCAA’s Diversity and 
Inclusion Social Media Campaign, a three-day online e"ort 
to educate and promote an inclusive environment in college 
sports. !e dates include Tuesday, Oct. 27 through !ursday, 
Oct. 29 and each days’ themes are: Tuesday “My Story Matters”, 
Wednesday “I’ve Got Your Back” and !ursday “Together We 
Rise.” More information about each days’ theme will be on the 
committee’s Instagram, @tampa_saac, and available on the 
NCAA’s website. 

!e postponement of Fall sport competition has had quite 
an impact on student-athletes, speci#cally seniors who never 
could imagine their college athletic career ending in such a 
manner. Student-athletes already face an increased amount 
of responsibility and stress and now the global pandemic has 
eliminated the source of relief many athletes #nd in competing. 

“Student-athletes are constantly overwhelmed by the stress 
and anxiety of maintaining a full-course load while attending 
long practices and other training sessions required by their 
teams. !is tends to take a toll on the mental health and well-
being of student-athletes”, said Ingram. 

SAAC has previously been concerned with mental health, 
but are now placing an emphasis on it. When asked about how 
student-athletes can cope with the cancellation of fall sports, 
UT athletic health psychologist, Kevin Mcdowell stated, “Most 
athletes cope with stress in their lives by being physically active, 
training, and spending time with their teammates. !is means 
that physical distancing and isolation can be particularly hard 
on them...It’s important to know that it’s okay to ask for help. 
Talk to your teammates and coaches about how you’re holding 
up, [and] prioritize self-care.”

!e Student Athletic Advisory Committee has had a positive 
impact on student-athlete life at UT and their e"orts o" the 
#eld are proof of their leadership capabilities. If you are looking 
to support any of the causes promoted by the SAAC, visit their 
Instagram page @tampa_saac.
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Student Athletes are Raising Money 
and Mental Health Awareness
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On Saturday, Sept. 12, tennis pro Naomi Osaka wore 
a face mask with the name Tamir Rice written across 
it before winning the Women’s Tennis U.S. Open #nal. 
Rice was a 12-year-old-boy that was killed by police 
gun#re in Cleveland while he was holding a toy replica 
of a pistol back in 2014. Osaka wore a di"erent name 
for each of her seven matches to honor di"erent African 
American victims.  
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she told reporters from =>>%!,.'"/? 
Osaka is one among many professional athletes 

taking a part in speaking out about social injustice and 
inequality recently. 

Before the start of the #rst National Football League 
(NFL) game of 2020, !e Kansas City Chiefs and 
Houston Texans linked arms during a moment of silence 
dedicated to the ongoing #ght for equality. During this 
moment of silence, a rupture of booing #lled the Kansas 
City Stadium from fans, but the teams stood strong and 

unbothered. 
!e NFL is among many of the other professional 

sport leagues allowing athletes and teams to be vocal on 
social injustices. 

!e NFL is taking a new stance this year, running a 
season long campaign entitled “It Takes All of Us.” !e 
league said that this initiative is aiming to promote unity 
across the U.S. and highlight the #ght for social justice. 
Something Colin Kaepernick, former San Francisco 
49er’s quarterback, did four years ago when he decided 
to kneel during the National Anthem. 

“Four years ago, I took a knee to protest against 
systemic racism and social injustice. It was that day 
that the number on my jersey would come to represent 
something greater than football, something greater 
than me," Kaepernick wrote !ursday, Sept. 17 in an 
Instagram post.

“I wish we had listened earlier, Kaep, to what you 
were kneeling about and what you were trying to bring 
attention to," said NFL commissioner Roger Goodell in 
an appearance on former NFL linebacker Emmanuel 
Acho’s YouTube show, @A90.63.'"#B+)%=.9C)'/#"(.9/%
D("-%#%E+#0<%F#9?G

In the #rst week of games other teams in the NFL 
took a stance by staying inside the locker room during 
the National Anthem. !ere were also numerous other 
players wearing Black Lives Matter gear during their 
pre game warm up according to an article by 5-)%H(++? 
Cam Newton, the new quarterback for the New England 
Patriots, wore cleats that had the phrases “7 Shots” and 
“No Justice No Peace” in honor of Jacob Blake.  

A huge movement took place among several 
professional sport leagues a$er the Jacob Blake shooting 

on Sunday, Aug. 23. Many games and matches were 
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Professional Athletes Stand Up 
to Social Injustice
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For the #rst time since 2015, the Tampa Bay 
Lightning are Eastern Conference Champions as they 
advance to the Stanley Cup Finals. !e Lightning 
defeated the New York Islanders in six games, as an 
overtime goal by center Anthony Cerelli punched 
their ticket to the Finals. !e Lightning will have an 
opportunity to win the franchise's second Stanley Cup 
as they are set to take on the Dallas Stars. 

“Score! Cerelli! Stanley Cup Finals, here come the 
Tampa Bay Lightning,” exclaimed Tampa Bay Lightning 
radio play-by-play announcer, Dave Mishkin. 

Fans back in Tampa are continuing to be the distant 
thunder as they support their team from afar. At 11:07 
p.m. Lightning fans across Tampa rejoiced in their 
homes or in open bars across the city as Anthony 
Cerelli propelled them to the Finals. 

“It’s so hard to explain. Regardless if there’s fans 
in the building or not, the exuberance and relief are 
unparalleled,” said Lightning head coach Jon Cooper 
in a postgame interview. “We’ve been in a hotel for 54 
days and I think this might be one of the hardest Cups 
ever to win.”

!e Lightning got o" to a fast start in the series as 
they took a commanding three games to one lead a$er 
four games. !e Lightning dominated game one as 
they exploded for eight goals in an o"ensive outburst. 
Center Brayden Point continues to build on his strong 
playo" performance as he led the team in game one 
with two goals and three assists. 

Goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy shined in game two as 
he saved 27 shots with a 96% save percentage as the 
Lightning won 2-1. Game four was a physical battle 
as there were multiple #ghts and penalties, but the 
Lightning cruised to a 4-1 victory behind Brayden 
Point recording one goal and one assist. 

!e Islanders wouldn’t go down without a #ght as 
they won a double overtime nail-biter 2-1 in game #ve. 
Game six got o" to a fast start as both teams scored 

goals early in the #rst period. 
A$er one period, it became 
a defensive battle leaving the 
teams knotted at 1-1 at the end 
of regulation. !e teams battled 
in overtime but the Lightning 
pulled out the clutch victory as 
center Anthony Cerelli saved 
the day for the Lightning. 

!e Lightning are 
performing at a high level, 
even without their captain 
and franchise legend Steven 
Stamkos who is sidelined with 
a core injury. A$er clinching 
the Eastern Conference, the 
Lightning brought Stamkos 
out on the ice during the 
trophy presentation to 
celebrate with the team. 

“We wanted Steven 
out there with us,” said 
defenseman Ryan Mcdonagh 
in a postgame interview. “He’s 
been a huge part of this team 
even without playing. He’s a 
big leader in this locker room. 
It was a very special moment.” 

!e Lightning will face 
the Western Conference 
Champion Dallas Stars in the 
Stanley Cup Finals. !e Stars 
are an extremely talented team 
as they took care of the Las Vegas Golden Knights in 
#ve games, clinching the Western Conference. !is 
series has great matchups between players that NHL 
experts consider among the league's best. !e matchup 
to watch is Stars defenseman Tyler Seguin and goalie 
Ben Bishop, up against Lightning defenseman Brayden 
Point and goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy. Game one will 
begin on Saturday, Sept. 18. 
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One Step 
Further: 
Lightning 
Begins Stanley 
Cup Finals
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